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CHRISTMAS THEMED PROMOTIONS

LUCKY SNOWMEN (Blackjack)

Win €10 bonus if you get dealt a pair
on your initial cards and both cards
are 8's

ADVENT CALENDAR (Roulette)
Place a minimum of €5 total bet per round
and if the ball lands on same number as the
calendar day, receive €10 bonus

*Can also be run only on 24th, 25th, 26th,
31st of December

GIFT CARDS (Dedicated Blackjack)
Play Blackjack and try to hit the lucky
Gift Cards, get dealt at least 3 Gift Cards
to unlock €10 bonus

JINGLE SPINS (Crazy Time)
Play at least 50 rounds on Crazy
Time with at least €2 total bet per
round for a chance to win €5
bonus

LIGHT UP THE DECEMBER 
(Lightning Roulette)
Play at least 50 rounds on Lightning
Roulette with at least €5 total bet per
round for a chance to win €10 bonus *only
straight-up bets and maximum 25 numbers
covered per round



Studio Decorations







Table Decorations



BLACKJACK PROMOTIONS (Real Time Rewards - Missions)

MISSION BLACKJACK

Collect 5 BJ's during Promotion period to
unlock €5 extra bonus

SUITED BLACKJACK OF SPADES

Play BJ and win €10 bonus for each Suited
BJ of Spades combination

PAIR OF KINGS

Win €10 bonus if you get dealt a pair on
your initial cards and both cards are Kings

BLACKJACK HUNT

Join the Blackjack Hunt! All Players who
manage to collect 10 BJ's throughout
Promotion period will split 1000 EUR prize
pool

TRIPLE 7's

Hit 3x consecutive 7's on your hand
for a chance to win €100 bonus

6 CARD HAND

Get dealt at least 6 cards without
busting and receive €20 bonus



BLACKJACK PROMOTIONS (Manual Leaderboards)

BLACKJACK RACE

During Promotion collect 1 point for each
BJ dealt on your hand, top players to win
prizes

BLACKJACK RUSH

Collect points and climb the leaderboard
for each € wagered and card combinations:

For every €50 wagered = 1 point

For each hand with score of 21 = 5 points

2021 LEADERBOARD

During Promotion collect 1 point for each
hand with score of 20 or 21, top players to
win prizes

SIDE BET RUSH

Throughout Promotion collect points for
each Perfect Pair side bet win:

Mixed Pair = 1 point

Colored Pair = 2 points

Suited Pair =5 points



BLACKJACK PROMOTIONS (Bonus Cards) *dedicated tables

BONUS CARD HUNT

Play Blackjack and try to hit the lucky
Bonus Cards, get dealt at least 3 Bonus
Cards to unlock €10 bonus

MATCHPLAY BONUS CARDS

When playing Blackjack look out for
Matchplay Bonus Cards, if you get dealt
this special card, we will match your initial
stake as bonus up to €50 per day



BLACKJACK PROMOTIONS (Real Time Rewards - BONUS TIME)

BONUS TIME!

Randomly every day between 18:00-24:00 we’ll have 15-minute BONUS
TIMES during which you need to collect a Blackjack on eligible BJ tables.
To qualify for promotion a bet of at least €10 must be placed per each
hand. Every collected Blackjack is worth €10 bonus. During the day there
can be up to 9 BONUS TIME rounds in total. Players can collect unlimited
number of Blackjacks during each BONUS TIME. Bonuses will be credited

to Players in 72h after receiving a Blackjack.



ROULETTE PROMOTIONS

LUCKY NUMBER 7

Place a minimum of €5 total bet per 
round and if the ball lands on 7 Red, 
receive €10 bonus

*notify players about bonus instantly
in-game with Real Time Rewards

ROULETTE RACE

Play 50 rounds on Roulette with at least
€5 total bet per round & receive €10
bonus

*notify players about bonus instantly in-
game with Real Time Rewards

THE LUCKY NUMBERS

Collect points every time numbers
(7, 14, 21, 28, 35) drop on Roulette,
the points received depend on the
amount wagered during the round.
Roulette layout coverage must not
be 70% or more

€5-€9.99 = 1 point

€10-€24.99 = 5 points

25€+ = 10 points



LIGHTNING ROULETTE PROMOTIONS

LIGHTNING TOURNAMENT

Play Lightning Roulette and score
points for winning with straight-up
bets

Each non-lightning win = 1 point

Lightning number win = 15 points

*maximum 70% of outcomes can
be covered per round (26/37
numbers)

LIGHTNING HUNT

Win with lightning numbers 5 times
throughout the day to unlock €5 bonus

Minimum bet €1 per number

*maximum 70% of outcomes can be
covered per round (26/37 numbers)

LUCKY NUMBER 7

Play Lighting Roulette with at least €5
total bet per round (only straight-up
bets eligible) and win €5 extra if
number 7 drops on Roulette

*maximum 70% of outcomes can be
covered per round (26/37 numbers)



MONEY WHEEL PROMOTIONS

BONUS HUNT

Get in all possible bonus rounds to unlock
€20 prize! (2Rolls, 4Rolls for MONOPOLY
& Cash Hunt, Pachinko, Coin Flip, Crazy
Time for Crazy Time) Minimum bet of €1
on each bonus round to qualify

CRAZY TIME LEADERBOARD

Collect points every time bonus rounds are
triggered on Crazy Time, the points received
depend on the amount wagered during the
round

€1-€4.99 = 1 point

€5-€19.99 = 5 points

20€+ = 10 points

CRAZY TIME BONUS HOUR

All Players that place at least €5 total bet
when wheel stops on Crazy Time bonus
round will win €10 bonus extra during
bonus hour

*notify players about bonus instantly in-
game with Real Time Rewards

10 FOR THE WIN

Bet and win on 10 with at least €5
minimum bet and win 3 times to get €5
reward

*notify players about bonus instantly in-
game with Real Time Rewards



PROMOTIONS (ALL GAMES)

CASHBACK

Play qualifying games and if you end up on
loosing side receive 10% cashback on loses
up to €20 LIVE RAFFLE

Collect a ticket for each €50 wagered on
qualifying games and participate in a
weekly raffle

*Raffle can be scheduled to take place live
on dedicated table

NET WIN OR WAGER 
LEADERBOARD

Accumulate the most net wins/wager on
qualifying games to secure your place on
the Leaderboard, top players to win prizes




